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Virtue and the Need for Heroes
Abstract
Ronald Zigler has intended to take us on an educational adventure, a descent into the moral underworld of
human biology, in search of "a theory of virtue and how it can be taught." With the shade of John Dewey as
guide, intoning the admonition that "all virtues and vibes are habits," Zigler tracks the sources of aggression
through the epigenetic land and, lo, approaches even unto the hypothalamus itself. He returns blinking into
the daylight of moral education, clutching the truth that training in meditation is a key to the development of
virtue, because it can "promote the functional integration of the nervous system" and dissipate the aggression
that comes from "biological errors." As I read the tale, however, Zigler has wandered so blindly and won a
prize so meager, I must ask, "Was this trip really necessary?" Put directly, I believe the paper has fatal flaws.
[excerpt]
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